
rocks for hours during a severe storm. 
Hoana’s original builders, Hayes and 
Sons, rebuilt the yacht for their own use, 
and it subsequently undertook a world 
cruise when owned by the well-known 
Australian designer Joe Adams. In 2012  
it also continues its long association with 
Sydney Amateur Sailing Club, and is one 
of the very few auxiliary coach-house 
cruisers from the 1920s still sailing with 
its original centreboard and gaff 
configuration. 

The fourth of the yachts in this group 
of nominations is Utiekah II, an early 
example from the Savage family of 
boatbuilders in Victoria. Patriarch Jack 
Savage Senior designed Utiekah II and 
built it in 1911 while working in the firm 
Lyons and Savage, before venturing out 
on his own at a yard in Williamstown, 
where this family business is still situated 
in 2012. Utiekah II was used by Elliott 
Giles to take his Melbourne Grammar 
school students on character-building 
voyages, an early example of adventure 
training at sea. 

PV Rothbury and PS Melbourne add  
to the list of Murray River paddle 
steamers on the register. Rothbury,  
built in 1881 as a tow boat, remained  
in commercial towage in the region for 
almost eight decades, involved in many 
infrastructure projects on the Murray 
River until 1958. It was known as one  
of the fastest paddleboats on the Murray 
River, a title it still retains. PS Melbourne, 
built for the Victorian Government as  
a work boat, was launched at Koondrook 
in Victoria in 1912. It was fitted with  
a large winch used for hauling fallen  
trees and snags from the river to keep  
the main channel open for navigation.  
PS Melbourne was also used for many 
public works along the Murray River, 
assisting with bridge, weir and lock 
construction. In 1912 both remain 
operational in Mildura as excursion 

vessels. PS Melbourne retains its original 
steam engine and boiler, but PV Rothbury 
is now powered by a diesel. 

Mulgi is a riverboat and ferry built  
at a cost of £7,000 in the 1920s by the well-
known Charlie Dunn of Berrys Bay, North 
Sydney, for use on the Clarence River on 
the northern NSW coast. It was the last 
riverboat built for the service of Captain 
Pullen, then one of the primary operators 
on the Clarence River. In the 1940s it was 
sold and came down to work on Sydney 
Harbour, becoming a ferry and charter 
boat. Mulgi still operates here as a charter 
vessel, retaining a configuration from  
the 1970s. 

Mary-Ann Simms is a fishing vessel 
built in South Australia in 1957, at the 
time the largest vessel designed and built 
for the Spencer Gulf fishing fleet and the 
first fitted with refrigeration. It was built 
by R T Searle and Sons, for many decades 
one of the principal yards in South 
Australia, and has the unusual feature for 
the 1950s of having a sizeable sailing rig 
that was often used to save fuel. Mary-Ann 
Simms remained for all its operational  
life with Ben Simms, whose family first 
settled in the region in 1849, and was  
later adapted to work offshore with  
a wheelhouse and reduced rig. Now 
retired, it’s owned and restored by the 
Copper Coast Historic Vessel Association 
at Wallaroo as an important part of the 
region’s history.

Moani is a motor launch built in 1925 
at the highly regarded Tasmanian boat 
builder Charles Lucas’ yard to a design  
by Ivor ‘Chips’ Gronfors. Gronfors  
himself built the vessel, for well-known 
businessman and a former mayor of 
Newcastle, John Reid of Lake Macquarie, 
NSW. Moani became the flagship of the 
Lake Macquarie branch of the Royal 
Motor Yacht Club when it was established 
in 1927; Reid was its first commodore.  
In 1929 he hosted the Governor General 

Lord Stonehaven on board for a fishing 
trip during a vice-regal visit to the region.

Four Australian Indigenous watercraft 
complete this quarter’s new registrants. 
Two are bark canoes from the Australian 
Museum’s collection. One is a quite rare 
example of a tied-bark canoe from the 
south-east Australian coastline, part of the 
museum’s early 20th-century Alexander 
Morrison Collection. The folds, pegs and 
ties that create the bow and stern shape  
are still clearly visible and provide  
a study of how the shape was formed.  
The Indigenous skinbark canoe from 
Northern Queensland was collected by 
anthropologist Walter Edmund Roth 
around 1905. Made from a single sheet of 
eucalyptus bark, it shows clearly the raked, 
sewn ends and other structures that were 
employed to shape these craft, features 
that were distinctive of the type used on 
the western and eastern sides of Cape York 
Peninsula and the Gulf of Carpentaria.

Queensland Museum has had two more 
of its collection listed. The Johnstone River 
Indigenous canoe was made by the Mamu 
people of north-east Queensland in the 
1870s. It was collected in 1873 by explorer 
George Dalrymple, and later acquired by 
the museum. With sewn ends, it is a rare 
example of the type that was used in the 
Johnstone River area on the Pacific north 
coast of Queensland. The North-East 
Coastal Indigenous canoe was acquired  
in 1923. It is an example of a variant style 
of sewn-end canoe found in the Cape York 
Peninsula region, with relatively vertical 
ends rather than the raked bows of the 
skinbark canoes used in the same area.  

Nawi – Exploring Australia’s Indigenous 
watercraft, hosted by the museum over  
30 May–1 June 2012, is the first-ever such 
conference and features many stories about 
these and all the other intriguing craft that are 
the original watercraft of Australia. 

Australian Museum’s Indigenous skinbark canoe, 
collected by anthropologist Walter edmund Roth 
around 1905. Notable are the raked, sewn ends.

Readings

Shipwrecks of the Southern Seas
by Craig Cormick. Published 2011 by Pier 9,  
an imprint of Murdoch Books Pty limited, 
Millers Point, Australia. Paperback with flap, 
304 pp. ISBN 978 1 74196 787 6.  
RRP $34.99

Australian waters are the final resting 
place of more than 6,500 shipwrecks and 
this book by Dr Craig Cormick offers us  
a tantalising glimpse of a mere handful  
of them – just enough to whet the  
appetite for more. The author is billed  
as a science communicator with a PhD  
in ‘creative communication of history’.  
I like Cormick’s writing style – it’s so very 
easy to read, it’s engaging and the book  
is well researched. As he says, ‘there can 
be as many points of view on history  
as there are historians’. His book is one 
offering that really engages the reader  
via its consciously non-academic 
storytelling style.

There are 22 chapters leading us 
through the age of sail and steam from 
1622 to 1890; from the first known 
European wreck in our waters, the British 
East India Company ship Trial, to the 
three-masted steamship Quetta –  
the latter referred to by Cormick as  
‘the Titanic of Torres Strait’. The chapters 
are succinctly but engagingly written and 
ideal to read on the bus, train or ferry  
to work; or to catch a couple of chapters 
before bedtime. This is not an in-depth 
study of our shipwreck heritage, nor does 
it try to be. And this is why it is successful 
– it will draw you in and you will want  
to find out more!

This book covers not just shipwrecks 
but mutiny, piracy and castaways and 
their attendant stories of survival, 
courage, greed, cowardice, treachery, 
mystery and the absurd. There are some 
great engravings and illustrations to 
support the reader’s journey through 
these fascinating stories.

There are the ships and stories that  
are relatively well-known, such as the 
17th-century United Dutch East India 
Company’s Batavia (remember when the 
replica stayed with us in 1999–2000?);  
the Bounty of mutiny fame in the  

Short, sharp bursts of history 

Read Barbara 
Thompson’s story  
and then decide 
whether an opera 
would be the most 
appropriate way  
to present her 
experiences 

18th-century, and the 19th-century story  
of the ‘notorious celebrity’ Eliza Fraser 
who survived the wrecking of the Stirling 
Castle and being held captive by 
Aborigines. Rescued by a convict, Eliza 
told her story many times but in different 
ways each time – prompting the author’s 
query: ‘Was she a poor victim of savage 
treatment’ or a ‘compulsive lying psycho-
chick’? And there’s the tragic loss of the 
Loch Ard in 1878 in Victoria where 52 lost 
their lives and only two survived.

Little-known maritime disasters also 
appear. There’s the story of the 14-year-old 
French cabin boy Narcisse Pelletier from 
the Saint-Paul, wrecked on the Louisiade 
Archipelago in 1857. He ended up 
stranded on Cape York, where he lived 
with the Pama Malngkana people for  
17 years until forcibly removed through 
the good intentions of a European captain. 

Have you ever heard of Barbara 
Thompson, the sole survivor from the 
cutter America, which was wrecked while 
salvaging goods from other shipwrecks  
in the Torres Strait? Barbara was rescued 
by men from Muralug (Prince of Wales 
Island) where she was recognised by the 
chief of the Kaurareg as ‘the ghost of his 
recently dead daughter, Giom’. So Barbara 
lived with them for six years until she was 
rescued by the survey ship Rattlesnake. 
On board were explorer Owen Stanley 

and marine artist Oswald Brierly, names 
we may be more familiar with.

Cormick’s style of writing may not  
suit all. Each chapter is written slightly 
differently. For example, the Trial story  
is likened to a soccer match – ‘over the 
centuries there has been fierce rivalry,  
and occasionally wars, between the 
English and the Dutch – still being played 
out in World Cup soccer matches’.  
He scores the 17th-century wrecks off the 
Western Australian coastline as ‘Holland 
4, England 1’. For Barbara Thompson’s 
story he says ‘read her story and then 
decide whether an opera would be the 
most appropriate way to present her 
experiences to a contemporary audience’. 
He then gives us the story in four acts.

Shipwrecks of the Southern Seas offers 
its readers short, sharp bursts of history  
in a light-hearted but factual way, mixing 
well-known, lesser-known and some 
virtually unknown events that have 
happened around our coastline or in our 
region. Well-suited to this day of instant 
information, Cormick’s latest book will 
engage you in our seafaring past, and 
immerse you in some of the tales  
of tragedies and survivals that deserve 
being told or retold.  

lindsey Shaw, senior curator, maritime 
technology, exploration and navy

It shows clearly the 
raked, sewn ends and 
other structure that 
was employed to 
shape these craft
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